WSN Hardware for Automotive Applications: Preliminary Results for the Case of Public Transportation
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Abstract: The ubiquitous nature and great potential of Wireless Sensors Network has not yet been fully exploited in automotive applications. This work deals with the choice of the cost-effective hardware required to face the challenges and issues proposed by the new trend in the development of intelligent transportation systems. With this aim, a preliminary WSN architecture is proposed. Several commercially available open-source platforms are compared and the Raspberry Pi stood out as a suitable and viable solution. The sensing layer is designed with two goals. Firstly, accelerometric, temperature, and relative humidity sensors were integrated on a dedicated PCB to test if mechanical or environmental stresses during bus rides could be harmful to the device or to its performances. The physical quantities are monitored automatically to alert the driver, thus improving the quality of service. Then, the rationale and functioning of the management and service layer is presented. The proposed cost-effective WSN node was employed and tested to transmit messages and videos, while investigating if any quantitative relationship exists between these operations and the environmental and operative conditions experienced by the hardware.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN) are an expression of Internet of Things and are a powerful, promising and low-cost platform for several different applications [1], e.g., the development of an intelligent and automated system for irrigation [2], for the monitoring of cultural assets [3], or to the management of the container terminals logistic [4]. Basically, WSN are systems composed of radio-frequency (RF) transceivers, sensors, micro-processors or processing units, and power sources [5,6]. Compared to the traditional wired sensors networks, WSN technology is cheaper, typically presents short deployment time and makes use of a higher number of sensors of various nature, e.g., temperature, humidity, acceleration, and concentration of chemicals [1,6]. Therefore, with WSN, it is possible to perform a multi-variable monitoring of a given industrial process of interest [6]. Moreover, the deployment of the sensors and nodes can cover large scale areas or be mobile [7]. The WSN can also ensure a robust digital transmission of information, with acceptable data rate [5–7].
Given these advantages, the WSN technology was proposed as a tool for the development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), i.e., solutions which can provide drivers relevant information about their ride, allow setting up convenient services to reduce traffic congestion, increasing the road capacity, and enhancing the efficiency in using transportation resources [8,9]. Especially in the case of urban transportation systems, the WSN potentialities satisfy the ITS requirement of being an efficient, cost-effective method for collecting and transfer information [8]. To date, WSNs were tested for intelligent parking systems and tracking of buses and taxi [8,10]. Some WSNs, designed and developed for automotive applications, are oriented to the monitoring of air quality and the road and traffic conditions [11,12]. Moreover, the commercially available WSN nodes and solutions monitor parameters such as the air temperature, light, acceleration, magnetic fields, and position [13]. For instance, the signal acquired from accelerometer can be employed to derive information about road bumps and to estimate the vehicle instantaneous speed [14]. Furthermore, WSN can be employed in intra-vehicle communication between heterogeneous devices [15], thus acting as a management system. However, for specific needs and issues, an ad hoc WSN architecture must be designed [13,16,17]. To this aim, an old analysis and comparison of the available hardware architectures for WSN in automotive applications and ITS can be found in [13,16–18]. From these surveys, it stands out that flexible and effective tools are required. Therefore, open hardware devices have been studied and investigated. Among the different available solutions, the employment of Raspberry Pi unit as core element in nodes [19,20], given its low-cost, low power consumption, and small dimensions that allow an easy placement inside a vehicle [21]. For example, the use of this embedded platform was explored in the management of traffic through the setup of dedicated vision tool systems for the obstacle detection and for enhancing the correct handling of the travel time [21]. The various SBC employed are often compared in terms of CPU, memory, operating system, and price [21]. However, from a practical point of view, to use one of these devices for automotive applications, a ECE-R10 certification for Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is also required, according to ISO norms and CSN EN standards [22–24].

In this work, cost-effective open hardware and software are used to develop a simple but reliable, flexible, and powerful WSN for automotive application, in particular for the public transport case. Several available hardware solutions are compared. The selected device was tested against possibly risky, harsh, and adverse environmental and operational conditions, i.e., temperature, humidity, and vibrations due to the vehicle motion. With a multi-purpose and flexible design, the environmental and traveling data gathered from the WSN can be also exploited to improve the quality of service during bus ride thanks to an automatic alert system developed using open-source softwares. Furthermore, as explicitly required by the public transportation company, the WSN also manages the exchange of multimedia data (e.g., messages and videos) from a server and make them available by displaying on the bus screens. The influence of environmental and operative parameters on the WSN operations was investigated from a quantitative point of view.

2. A Proposal of WSN Architecture for Automotive Applications

2.1. The System Functioning

The general scheme of the proposed WSN is presented in Figure 1. The WSN is composed of three different layers. The physical and sensing layer is composed of sensors and a Single Board Computer (SBC) for processing and storing, and which acts as data sink and gateway [25]. The SBC is equipped with a proper commercial radio-frequency transceiver. The sensors monitor in real-time the relative humidity, the air temperature, and the acceleration, experienced by the hardware, due to the bus vibrations. More details about the sensors and the node are given in Section 2.3. These data are immediately elaborated and analyzed by the SBC. The digitalized processed data are transferred to a dedicated server, where they are stored in “.json” format and organized in a database using the open-source software Elasticsearch (Elasticsearch, US). The Kibana (Elasticsearch, US) application is
employed to visualize the data and manage the database. At this level, the information automatically derived by the processing unit from temperature, relative humidity, and accelerometer sensors can be used to verify if harsh or risky events are occurring. The application ElastAlert, included in Elasticsearch, performs the monitoring of the aforementioned physical data and detects whether a given threshold value is overcome. ElastAlert is then allowed to send an automatic alarm message through a dedicated Telegram bot, called CtmAlarm, as shown in Figure 2. The drivers or the technicians from the public transportation company receives these messages on their smartphones or electronic devices, such as the bus screens.

Figure 1. Scheme of the Wireless Sensors Network (WSN) proposed for automotive applications. The single node is composed of relative humidity, temperature, and accelerometer sensors. A Raspberry Pi 3+ unit is employed as core, sink, and gateway node. The Raspberry unit process and elaborate the sensor data in real time. The bus monitor is connected to the Single Board Computer (SBC). The Raspberry transfers data to and from a server. The ElastAlert application monitors the data elaborated by the Raspberry and, if fixed threshold values are overcome, it sends alert messages through a Telegram application. The Content Management System (CMS) recognizes the device and the line to which is associated. The CMS transfers data and messages to the Raspberry unit, which displays them on the bus screens.

In parallel with these operations, the SBC is required to manage multimedia contents, namely messages and videos. This is a fundamental requirement of our WSN and it is relevant for the public transportation company we collaborated with. This information is related to the bus line, ride and stops, or advertisements. Therefore, the single board computer is interfaced with the screens and displays presents on the bus, as shown in Figure 1. A given bus line or ride is associated to a unique WSN node (or a single SBC) using a keyword. Alternatively, it is possible to discriminate the node relying on the IP address. The node interrogates the server for video and/or messages (“get” query in http protocol). The client, i.e., the Raspberry, does not know the list of videos and messages associated to it. The query is handled by the Content Management System (CMS, shown in Figure 3), which is developed in PHP language using the open-source software Drupal (Dries Buytaert, US). Given the node identifier, the CMS checks if the list elements to be sent to the node are present in the folders of the server, while also checking if the download can be performed. The client/node does not disconnect for 15 min. When the download starts, the files are saved in a temporary folder. The SBC cancels any old files and then copies the new ones into an intermediate folder, in its memory. During the download phase, at the SBC level, a video stream, written in Python language, runs on the monitor the videos copied from the aforementioned intermediate folder. To avoid problems, the refresh of the intermediate folder is independent from the refresh of the streamer. In particular, after all videos in the folder are played, the new check is performed. In this way, the search for new videos is not performed during the reproduction of the others. In particular, a thread runs the file transfer from the server to the device, while another independent thread executes the streamer, and these processes are not allowed to access the intermediate folder at the same time.
Figure 2. Examples of the Telegram bot, which forwards the messages created by ElastAlert. The alert messages are sent for the absence of connection, the CPU and air temperature, and the detection of collisions.

Figure 3. Examples of the CMS: (a) devices seen from the different nodes in the WSN; (b) downloadable and active messages for the different lines; and (c) downloadable and active videos for the different lines.
This WSN architecture is flexible and can be exploited for several different applications in the automotive field, especially to develop intelligent transport systems [8,9].

2.2. Comparison of Open-Source Hardware

The very first fundamental and most general requirement for WSNs in ITS is that the node should be low cost, since a high number of nodes might be deployed [1,8,9], i.e., in the case under analysis, a moderate to high number of buses may be equipped with the WSN node presented in Figure 1. Moreover, in general, the nodes and the networks must be energy efficient [16,26]. This last specification is not an issue for the peculiar case of automotive application investigated in this work. Indeed, the power supply of the vehicle can be exploited without any concern since the power consumption due to the SBC operation is negligible. The fault tolerance is another key criterion, since the nodes are deployed in a hostile and harsh environment which can damage them or cause malfunctions [8,13,16]. Furthermore, both the hardware and software employed in WSN for automotive applications must be integrable with other communication technologies [8]. Indeed, vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications are often required [8]. In addition, a reliable and stable transmission of data between the nodes of the networks is a necessity. Finally, WSN security across all layers and electromagnetic compatibility requires particular attention [27], as in the case of ITS for public service infrastructure [28]. In particular, the fundamental EMC aspects for a system for automotive applications are that the designed system must not cause interference with other systems and that it should not be susceptible to emission from other devices [23].

To date, several different types of nodes and WSNs for various applications were developed and investigated [10–16,18,21]. To be cost-effective, recently the SBC employed for WSN nodes in automotive are open-hardware solutions, such as Arduino, Raspberry, or others. To discriminate and identify the best choice, it is possible to compare the SBCs in term of CPU, memory, and operative system, even though other parameters of the architecture should be considered for a fair comparison [18]. However, for the purposes of this work, given the huge number of available solutions, it is possible to not consider and neglect SBC with micro-controllers or processors working with less than 16 bit or which have small Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM), or which does not have a video interface (e.g., HDMI port), and also discharge those with old or inefficient operative systems, such as those reviewed in [18]. The possibility of employing Arduino modules was discharged [29]. Therefore, the comparison between Raspberry Pi 3 Bi+ (Raspberry Pi, UK), Nano-ULT3 (IEI Corp., Shanghai, China), and VBOX-3120 (Sintron, New Taipei City, Taiwan) for our WSN is presented in Table 1. With respect to the well-known Arduino, the aforementioned pieces of instrumentation, especially the Raspberry Pi 3 B+, have 64-bit and high speed processor (e.g., 1.4 GHz for the Raspberry vs. 16 MHz for Arduino) and a high number of GPIO, UART, and IPQ ports, which suggests that these commercially available system can be a valuable building-block of WSN nodes [19]. Moreover, these devices have a HDMI output that allows a direct video connection, a feature not available in other devices such as Arduino. The selected SBCs are 64-bit processing unit, which operate with different clock frequencies and have rather different memory capacity. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 1, we included the certification for automotive applications. From the data reported in Table 1, given the trade-off between price and available memory, the Raspberry Pi was selected. This device is a cost-effective (17 times cheaper than the VBOX-3120) and commercially available solution for the core of a general-purpose node [19]. This device can be interfaced with several sensors thanks to a wide variety of available libraries. Furthermore, the Electromagnetic Compatibility (ECM) of Raspberry was assessed in the literature. Indeed, for such a device, several frequencies may cause severe interference in a given automotive scenario: 24 and 25 MHz for the extra USB clock and for the crystal for Ethernet link; 250 MHz for the CPU; 340 MHz for HDMI connection; and 450 and 900 MHz for the SDRAM and ARM components [23]. Recently, for the first time, the compatibility of the Raspberry Pi was tested in a gigahertz transverse electromagnetic chamber both in near- and far-field conditions and it was found that the device can withstand an electric field of about 10 Vm⁻¹.
in both situations and over the frequency range from 20 MHz to 2.5 GHz [23]. These promising results suggest that the Raspberry can be easily certified for automotive applications, thus implying that, with respect to the devices given in Table 1, this hardware is a valuable, reliable, and cost-effective choice for the development of a WSN.

### Table 1. Comparison of open-source hardware for automotive applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raspberry Pi 3 Bi+</th>
<th>Nano-ULT3</th>
<th>VBOX-3120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Cortex-A53 64b, 1.4 GHz</td>
<td>Cel395SU DualC 64b, 2 GHz</td>
<td>I3290U 64b, 1.6 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram Memory</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>16-32-64 GB</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.10</td>
<td>Windows 7, 8.1, Linux 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative System</td>
<td>Raspbian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Interface</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. HDMI Port</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Interface</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Power Input, V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension, mm × mm × mm</td>
<td>82 × 56 × 19.5</td>
<td>115 × 165</td>
<td>182 × 167.6 × 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, g</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>1406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temp., °C</td>
<td>−10−85</td>
<td>−20−6</td>
<td>−40−70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity, %</td>
<td>Not declared</td>
<td>5–95</td>
<td>10–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified for Automotive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, € (VAT excluded)</td>
<td>61.41</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3. The Node Design

The node design is mainly oriented in understanding the influence of environmental parameters, namely temperature and relative humidity, and the operative conditions (vibrations, impacts, and mechanical stresses) on the core unit of the WSN node, i.e., the Raspberry unit. Therefore, the variables to be monitored are chosen to understand and evaluate how and if the functioning of the WSN node can be compromised. The relative humidity has been recognized as a limiting factor in any wireless transmission, while being a severe threat for electronics [1]. Temperature is a physical quantity already considered in the preliminary evaluation on the hardware for ITS applications [28]. The accelerometer is an obvious design choice since the shocks and vibrations on the hardware may be significantly relevant [14, 28].

The aforementioned quantities can be monitored for purposes not strictly related to the hardware perspective. Indeed, in the ITS framework, data derived from such heterogeneous quantities are combined and integrated to develop a real-time information system or to devise intelligent feedback strategies [8]. For example, the monitoring of temperature, relative humidity, and cinematic parameter can be exploited to setup a smart system for improving the quality of passenger during the route [11]. In this work, relative humidity, temperature, and acceleration are employed to setup a real-time information system which can send alert messages to the driver or the public transportation technicians, as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The SNS-DH11 capacitive sensor was employed to measure relative humidity in the range 1–90%, with a precision of about ±5%. The choice of this physical quantity is also due to the fact that little is known about the influence of humidity on the operative condition of Raspberry unit, as shown in Table 1.

The temperature sensor Ad-001 Ds18b20 was employed to monitor temperature values from −10 °C to 85 °C with a precision of ±0.5 °C.

Finally, the three-axial accelerometer ADXL-345 (SparqEE LLC), based on the MMA7361 component, was chosen to measure and monitor the mechanical stresses, e.g., vibration and/or impacts. This sensor has the twofold goal of allowing to identify if harsh conditions or potentially risky events may harm the Raspberry unit during the travels, while ensuring a constant and continuous observance of the conditions during the bus rides. Therefore, in addition to the hardware perspective, the data acquired and elaborated at the node level can be very useful to provide information to the driver or the
passengers using the developed automatic alert system. As regards the monitoring of vibrations and impacts, the placement of the accelerometer in the PCB is a critical aspect (see Figure 4) [30]. Indeed, the x-axis of the sensor is required to point toward the front of the bus, whereas the y-axis should coincide with the sides of the vehicle and the z-axis has to be oriented with the top of the bus.

The sensors were integrated on a dedicated PCB designed using Eagle Autodesk (EDA Solutions, UK). The board was manufactured onto a FR4 board by exploiting a LPKF Protomat C100 HF (Germany) cutter. The schematics and the realized PCB are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. (a) Top and (b) bottom view of the designed and realized PCB for the single node. (c) PCB schematic from the Eagle Autodesk software. (d) Schematic of the connection for the single node.](image)

The WSN nodes was mounted on a single bus and tested in situ during January, February, and November 2019.

The node is fed using the automotive power system, which operates at 24 V. Therefore, two DC-DC converters, one for the Raspberry and one for the monitor, are necessary, as shown in Figure 5. For the down-conversion of voltage to the 5 V required for the SBC operations, the Yeeco (Germany) B1700526EU DC-DC converter esd employed. In regards to the monitor power supply, the ZC104300 CPT was used to lower the voltage to 12 V. It should be pointed out that the capacity of the vehicle battery is about 243 kWh and the maximum, overestimated, power consumption of the WSN node is about 80 Wh, implying that the energy efficiency is a negligible issue for this WSN.

The sensors and the Raspberry unit were connected to the power source. Furthermore, the chosen SBC was interfaced with the LTE modem for the transmission of the data from the sensors, as well as for the query and download of contents from the CMS. The Huawei E3372 Megafon dongle (Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., China) was employed for the wireless data transmission (see Figure 5). This off-the-shelf device can operate in the GSM (2G, 900 and 1900 MHz), UMTS (3G, 900 and 2100 MHz), and LTE (4G, 800, 1800, 2100, and 2600 MHz) bands. The data rate ranges from a minimum of 236.8 kbps to 150 Mbps, thus implying a significant flexibility and performances comparable to other devices which make use of different communication protocols [10–16,18,21].
The strength of the signal, together with the connection quality were checked and monitored during the bus rides. If low quality or disconnection was detected, the ElastAlert application immediately sent the alert message. An eventual disservice can be due to a low signal level in urban or suburban areas. However, it is possible that the temperature, humidity, or acceleration due to the bus vibration plays a disturbing role. It is relevant to analyze the influence of these quantities on the hardware performances. Moreover, remembering that the management of multimedia content is a primary requirement for the WSN under investigation, it should be pointed out that both the CSM and server operations contribute to the efficiency of data download. Therefore, to perform a quantitative analysis of the WSN architecture performances, we defined the download time efficiency $\Gamma$ as follows:

$$\Gamma = \frac{\text{Files Size}}{\text{Total Transfer Time}} \frac{MB}{s}$$

![Figure 5. Prototypes of the intra-vehicle WSN node mounted on the bus. The DC-DC converters for the power supply, the ad hoc PCB, the Raspberry unit, and the dongle for the wireless transmission are shown.](image)

### 3. Signal Processing and Data Analysis

#### 3.1. Signal Processing

All the signals from the accelerometer, temperature, and relative humidity sensors are digital in nature. Therefore, all the elaborations steps and the filtering were carried out using software routine written in Python and handled by the Raspberry unit.

The signals of the accelerometer, temperature, and relative humidity sensors were high-pass filtered using a 16-tap moving average filter to slightly smooth the signal without adding a delay.

As regards the signal acquired by the SparqEE ADXL-345 accelerometer, this type of signal is often noisy, thus it does not provide relevant information to the possible mechanical threat to the electronic system, to the vehicle, or to the passengers. It is known that the spectrum of the accelerometer signal contains information which is related to very different mechanical phenomena and originates from various sources [30]. Assume that the acceleration signal, $a[n]$ (which is a vector quantity), is composed by the gravitational acceleration ($a_g[n]$), the acceleration produced by the vibration ($a_v[n]$), and the random noise ($RN[n]$). We are interested in extracting the magnitude of the acceleration experienced by the hardware of the WSN node due to the vibration during bus ride. Now, the relevant information of the acceleration vector and the noise frequency band may overlap in an arbitrary way [30]. This makes it difficult to employ traditional denoising techniques [31–33].
Therefore, the signal from the accelerometer was elaborated following the approach found in [30] and summarized in Figure 6. Firstly, being the discrete time sequence \( a[n] = (a_x[n], a_y[n], a_z[n]) \) the signal of the accelerometer sensor, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of these time sequences was performed for each channel to derive the spectra \( A[k] \) as follows [30]:

\[
A[k] = DFT[a[n]] = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} a[n] e^{-\frac{2\pi nk}{N}}
\]  

(2)

where both the discrete time \( n \) and the Fourier index \( k \) assumes values between 0 and \( N - 1 \), being \( N \) the number of time samples. Then the spectrum of each channel (i.e., \( A_x[k] \), \( A_y[k] \), and \( A_z[k] \)) is high-pass filtered to extract the components above a given threshold frequency called \( k_{th} \), equal to about 1 kHz. These operations allow removing, canceling, and eliminating the frequency components due to the gravitational acceleration \( a_g[n] \) and to the low-frequency noise \( RN[n] \), e.g., the road curves or slowly time-varying increment of velocity [30]. In this way, the remaining spectrum is the spectrum of the accelerations due to the vehicle vibration [30]. In mathematical terms:

\[
A_{v,n}[k] = A[k > k_{th}]
\]  

(3)

Then, the inverse transformation of the spectra of vibration to the time-domain is performed as follows:

\[
a_v[n] = IDFT[A_{v,n}[k]]
\]  

(4)

In this way, the time sequence of the vibrational acceleration was evaluated (i.e., \( a_{v,x}[n], a_{v,y}[n], a_{v,z}[n] \)). Finally, these three filtered signals were combined and used to calculate the norm \( a_{v,n}[n] \) [30]:

\[
a_{v,n}[n] = |a_v[n]| = \sqrt{a_{v,x}[n]^2 + a_{v,y}[n]^2 + a_{v,z}[n]^2}
\]  

(5)

From the analysis of this signal, it is possible to derive the peaks related to the maximum stresses which arises from the vibrations and stresses.

All these calculations and elaborations were performed by the Raspberry unit using an in-house Python script. The results were temporarily stored in the memory of the SBC and then sent to the Elasticsearch server and database using the LTE modem. The ElastAlert application monitored the data from the sensor and evaluated whether the values of the temperature, the relative humidity, and of the norm of the acceleration due to the vibration were higher than the given thresholds. Then, an alarm message was sent using the Telegram bot, as in Figure 2. For the temperature, the threshold was set to 36 °C, because this value is retained to be a potential risk, therefore the WSN node would be cooled down to avoid troubles and damages. As regards the value of relative humidity, it was believed that a maximum value of 60% should be reached. Indeed, the electronic devices which compose the WSN node may be damaged or prone to malfunctioning. Finally, the value of 20 ms\(^{-2}\) was set as the upper limit for the magnitude of the acceleration due to the bus vibration. This value indicates a collision or a bump, and it implies that a force twenty times higher than the gravitational force is experienced at the node location [30].
Figure 6. Summary of the processing steps for the accelerometer signal. The discrete digital time sequence of the three channel \((a_x[n], a_y[n], \text{and } a_z[n])\) is acquired and registered by the Raspberry unit. The single board computer performs the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of each channel to derive the spectrum of the accelerometric signal, i.e., \(A_x[k], A_y[k], \text{and } A_z[k]\). The low-frequency components related to gravitational acceleration and noise are eliminated by high-pass filtering. The remaining spectra is the acceleration due to the vibration of the vehicle during the bus ride \((A_{svx}[k], A_{svy}[k], \text{and } A_{svz}[k])\). The Inverse DFT is then computed to derive the time sequences \(a_{svx}[n], a_{svy}[n], \text{and } a_{svz}[n]\). Finally, the three channels are employed to derive the norm of the signal, \(a_{svn}[n]\), for further analysis handled by the ElastAlert application.

3.2. Data Analysis: Descriptive Statistics

The data acquired from the temperature, relative humidity, and accelerometer sensors were analyzed to investigate if any quantitative relationships exist among them. To this aim, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between two generic variables \(x\) and \(y\) can be evaluated as follows \([34–36]\):

\[
R_{x,y} = \frac{\sigma_{x,y}}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}
\]

where \(\sigma_{x,y}\) is the covariance and \(\sigma_x\) and \(\sigma_y\) are the standard deviations of the variables. The correlation coefficient is a measure of the possible linear relationship between two variables. \(R_{x,y}\) values can vary between \(-1\), which indicates negative correlation, and \(1\), which implies a positive correlation. The correlation coefficient between the temperature and relative humidity \((R_{T,H})\), and the correlation coefficients between the download rate \(\Gamma\) and the humidity, and the temperature and the vibration acceleration were derived for each day of acquisition (i.e., \(R_{\Gamma,H}, R_{\Gamma,T}, R_{\Gamma,|a_{svn}|}\), respectively).

Then, as previously discussed in Section 2.3, with the knowledge gained after the simple correlation analysis, we investigated if a linear regression model could be established between the multimedia files download rate and the environmental and vehicle parameters. This allowed us to verify and quantify if and in which measure the file download varies with the physical quantities monitored by the WSN node. In other words, being \(\Gamma\) as the ratio between the file size (see Equation (1)), in MB, and the total download time from the server to the WSN node, the following multivariate linear regression was performed \([37,38]\):

\[
\Gamma = \beta_0 + \beta_1 |a_{svn}| + \beta_2 H + \beta_3 T
\]

where \(|a_{svn}|\) is the norm of the acceleration due to the vehicle vibrations, as previously defined, while \(T\) is the temperature, in °C, measured at sensor location and \(H\) is the relative humidity, in percent. With the coefficients \(\beta_i\), for \(i=0,..,3\), it is possible to determine a linear relationship between the three monitored variables and the download performances exists. The residual sum of squares \(R^2\) was employed as index to measure the level of significance of the linear regression. The higher is the value of \(R^2\), the higher is the significance of the relationship among \(\Gamma, |a_{svn}|, H, \text{and } T\). Furthermore, with this linear regression model, it is possible to study the rate of variation of the unit of transmission \(\Gamma\) as a function of the three variables. The analysis was oriented to understand the influence of the different quantities.
4. Results

In Figure 7, as examples, are reported the curves for the physical quantities monitored by the designed WSN node. These curves are the average of the data gathered during January, February, and November 2019. The dynamic of relative humidity, in percent, and temperature, in °C, for 12 h of bus ride are shown in Figure 7a,b. From these graphs, it is possible to notice that, on average, at the PCB location, humidity presents a relatively narrow variation during the observation period (e.g., between 8% and 18.3%). These relatively low values are due to the node position, which is very close to the air conditioning system in a dedicated box above the driver seat. As regards the temperature, the range of variations is wider and, on average, it can vary between a minimum of 18 °C and a maximum of 30 °C. However, the automatic monitoring system detected values above the threshold of 36 °C, especially in the summer season, and then sent the alert messages, as shown in Figure 2. It is worth noting the inverse trend of the relative humidity with respect to the temperature, i.e., the colder is the air temperature, the higher is the relative water content retained in the environment, and vice versa [39]. The intra-vehicle monitoring is an aspect often neglected in the literature related to WNS for automotive applications [11].

The results of the elaboration (see Section 3, Figure 6) of the accelerometer signals are shown in Figure 7c. The average monthly curves in Figure 7c represent the acceleration experienced by the hardware of the WSN node. This acceleration, as explained in Section 3 and Figure 6, is caused by the high-frequency vibrations of the vehicle, and they represent a potential threat for the hardware and its functioning. It can be noticed that the sensor, during an average ride, is subject to vibrations with acceleration values generally higher than 9.8 ms$^{-2}$, i.e., the gravitational acceleration value. Therefore, the force to which the WSN node is subjected during a typical bus route can be about two times higher than the force it experiences at rest, when the gravitational force is acting. In particular, the value of $|a_{v,n}[n]|$, during several days, can overcome the threshold level of 20 ms$^{-2}$. Therefore, alarm messages are frequent for this physical quantity (see Figure 2). Finally, in Figure 7d, the rate of download of multimedia files, $\Gamma$, in MBs$^{-1}$, is presented. The videos and massages have a variable size and they were chosen according to the need of the public transportation company.

It is possible to observe that, for seven random days during January, February, and November 2019, the download rate can have a constant trend of 3 MBs$^{-1}$, or can be as high as 10 MBs$^{-1}$. However, several sudden variations can be noticed. Focusing on the period of February 2019, the possible differences in the download of messages and videos was investigated. The results for the eight tests for messages with different number of characters are shown in Table 2. On average, the update time is 1.5 s for about 32 characters, i.e., 128 bits, for an average transfer rate of 85.3 bits per second. Then, the potentially more complicated transfer of video was tested. As derived form the results presented in Table 3, the average transfer time is of about 94.8 s for an average size of 21.12 MB. The results from Tables 2 and 3 are coherent with the findings in Figure 7d. Moreover, these are relatively good performances compared to those of other WSN tested with vehicle in movements [40].

It must be reported that, during both the tests and during the operating period some issues with the download occurred. Due to the variability of the physical quantities and the different routes, a complete and systematic understanding can be troublesome. However, some theoretical or adaptive strategies can be implemented to avoid these adverse situations [41–43]. This is why, as explained in Section 3.2, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the aforementioned variables and the download rate was investigated for the three months of monitoring. The average correlation values for whole period are reported in Table 4. As suggested by the curves in Figure 7c,d, it can be noticed that there exists a strong negative correlation ($-0.6601$) between temperature and humidity. As regards the relationship between the download rate and the temperature, the positive correlation value of 0.6321 indicates that, if the temperature increases, $\Gamma$ increases. On the other hand, the correlation between the download rate and the relative humidity is relatively lower and negative, equal to $-0.3683$. This means that, a lowering in the humidity value calls for an increase in the download rate. Therefore, in merit to the correlation between the download rate and the norm of the acceleration due to the vehicle
vibration, since a value of $-0.2653$ was found, it is possible to infer that, the lower is the bus vibration, the better is the multimedia content management by the WSN.
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**Figure 7.** Examples of the acquired signals during 12 h of a typical urban bus route during January, February, and November 2019: (a) average relative humidity curves, in percent, for the three months of monitoring; (b) average temperature curves, in °C, for the three months of monitoring; (c) average curves of the norm of the acceleration due to bus vibration, $|a_v[n]|$, in ms$^{-2}$ for the three months of monitoring; and (d) multimedia download rate from the server to the WSN node, $\Gamma$, in MBs$^{-1}$, for seven random days in January, February, and November 2019.

**Table 2.** Results from the test of single messages transfer from server to WSN node during several bus rides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Transfer Time, sec</th>
<th>No. of Characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 February 2019</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Results from the test of video transfer from server to WSN node during several bus rides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Transfer Time, sec</th>
<th>No. of Videos</th>
<th>Size, MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2019</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 February 2019</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 February 2019</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Values of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients derived from the correlation analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{T,H}$</td>
<td>−0.6601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{T,T}$</td>
<td>0.6321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{T,H}$</td>
<td>−0.3683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{T,</td>
<td>a,v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the knowledge retrieved from the rather simple correlation analysis, the data analysis was deepened to investigate if a linear relationship between the download rate and the environmental and vehicle parameters exist. A multivariate regression was performed according to Equation (7). The coefficients for $\Gamma(|a_v|, n, H, T)$, averaged on the three months of observations, are $\beta_0 = -41.82529$, $\beta_1 = 4.9100$, $\beta_2 = -0.4035$, and $\beta_3 = 1.7046$, found with $R^2 = 0.6272$. The results cannot be presented due to the 4D nature of the function. The value of the residual sum of squares indicates that the hypothesis of a linear relationship is a well posed one. Indeed, values very close to one can indicate a bias due to the combination of data [37,38]. However, since the Pearson’s correlation coefficient $R_{T,H}$ is high, it is possible that one of these variable may not be significant to describe the variations of the download rate during the bus rides.

Therefore, the multivariate regression of Equation (7) was performed again imposing $\beta_3 = 0$ in order to identify the level of significance of humidity and the norm of the acceleration due to the bus vibrations. It was found that $\beta_0 = 9.9947$, $\beta_1 = 0.06$, and $\beta_2 = -0.67$, with $R^2 = 0.1357$. The results of the multivariate linear regression for this case are presented in Figure 8a. Then, the model was fitted imposing $\beta_2 = 0$, to exclude the humidity variable. The resulting surface with coefficients $\beta_0 = -47.6639$, $\beta_1 = 4.2130$, and $\beta_2 = -1.7633$ is shown in Figure 8b. In this case, in a way similar and very close to the three variable models, the residual sum of squares is 0.6046. The derived model is fit to the experimental data. Therefore, from this last finding, it is possible to infer that the download rate of the proposed WSN architecture is slightly affected by the environmental parameters (especially the temperature) and by the strength of the acceleration of the vehicle vibrations. These analyses and results justify the proposed design and study, while encouraging to further develop, enhance, characterize, and investigate this architecture in order to develop a robust, reliable engineering tool for the automotive field of public transportation.
Figure 8. (a) Result of the linear regression ($R^2 = 0.1357$) employing relative humidity, in percent, and the norm of acceleration due to the bus vibration, in $\text{ms}^{-2}$, as dependent variables for the total transfer rate of multimedia files, $\Gamma$, in $\text{MBs}^{-1}$. (b) Result of the linear regression ($R^2 = 0.6046$) employing the temperature, in $^\circ\text{C}$, and the norm of acceleration due to the bus vibration, in $\text{ms}^{-2}$, as dependent variable for the total transfer rate of multimedia files, $\Gamma$, in $\text{MBs}^{-1}$.

5. Conclusions

Wireless Sensors Network are recognized as a powerful expression of the Internet of Things. However, despite the great advantages offered by this technology, their application has been partially investigated in automotive applications, especially public transportation and intelligent transportation systems. A first goal was the investigation of whether open-hardware software can be safely and effectively employed in a peculiar scenario such as a bus. Moreover, the aim of this study was to develop a cost-effective WSN node that can monitor several physical parameters (i.e., acceleration, temperature, and relative humidity), while managing the download and streaming of multimedia content, as well as set up an automatic alert system. Therefore, in this work, several off-the-shelf, open, and cost-effective hardware components were compared to identify a suitable choice for the node and WSN design to be employed in the automotive field. The Raspberry Pi unit is a good candidate, given the fact that the EMC has been recently studied [19,23]. The WSN was set up in the bus vehicles and it was tested for three months, i.e., January, February, and November 2019. During this period, the physical quantities of interest were monitored and analyzed. After preliminary test of the efficiency of the download rate of multimedia contents, given the variability of this quantity, a correlation analysis was performed. Then, a linear multivariate regression was investigated to derive a model that could describe the variation of this relevant quantity with respect to the environmental and operative parameters. The findings indicate that the lower is the magnitude of the vibrations experienced by the WSN node, the higher and the better is the download rate. Therefore, as a conclusion, the proposed solution can be employed in automotive applications.
The proposed WSN architecture was also carefully analyzed in terms of Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT), as shown in Figure 9[44,45]. The engineering tool investigated and characterized in this work offers a versatile multimedia management, combined with a real time messaging system. Furthermore, the system is selective, since it can easily track and discriminate the nodes and vehicles, implying that the overall quality of service can be improved. As regards the cost-effectiveness of the system, considering the functionalities, the choice of the Raspberry Pi as SBC allows reducing the cost by about 30%, with respect to the Nano-ULT3 and the VBOX-3120, as shown in Table 5. This low-cost solution for automotive application can be appealing for the automotive field because of the open source hardware employed, which is a flexible, reliable, easy to update, and portable platform. The flexibility and high modularity add new functionalities with respect to the other devices currently available, at a lower price (see Table 1). However, despite the advantages, strengths, and promising findings of the proposed WSN architecture, it must be pointed out that the design and results are at a preliminary stage. Hence, one major limitation is that the automotive certification for the Raspberry Pi unit is not available at the moment, but some recent literature findings encourage the possibility to easily obtain it[19,23,46]. Furthermore, even though it has been demonstrated that the temperature, humidity, and bus vibrations do not affect the management of multimedia content, the data transmission in upload and download should be optimized and enhanced to avoid instabilities, since this is a primary requirement for the case company. To these weaknesses, it should be stressed that the threat of WSN security is a pivotal aspect that deserves to be investigated in the future. Future works may deal with the empowerment of the proposed WSN node. For instance, a thermographic or optical camera[11,12] could be integrated to derive useful features and information to measure some parameters related to the quality of the service or the security during the transportation, e.g., the count of passengers or the detection of passengers smoking on the bus.

**Figure 9.** Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis of the designed WSN architecture for automotive applications.

**Table 5.** Estimated prices, in €, per 60 vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raspberry Pi 3 Bi+</th>
<th>Nano-ULT3</th>
<th>VBOX-3120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive Certification Price, €</td>
<td>45.17</td>
<td>45.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Cost, €</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Cost, €</td>
<td>264.41</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Total Cost, €</td>
<td>1416.58</td>
<td>2306.17</td>
<td>2175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Total Cost, €</td>
<td>1828.08</td>
<td>2716.67</td>
<td>2586.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- ANN: Artificial Neural Networks
- ARM: Advanced RISC Machines
- CMS: Content Management System
- DFT: Discrete Fourier Transform
- EMC: Electromagnetic Compatibility
- GPU: Graphic Processing Unit
- HDMI: High-Definition Multimedia Interface
- ICT: Information and Communication Technology
- IDFT: Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
- ITS: Intelligent Transportation Systems
- LTE: Long Term Evolution
- PCB: Printed Circuit Board
- SBC: Single Board Computer
- SDRAM: Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory
- SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
- Wi-Fi: Three letter acronym
- WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network
- WSN: Wireless Sensors Network
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